
 

AUTOMATIC GATES DO I NEED A SURVEYOR? 

 

‘Do we need a surveyor to explain what options are available?’ No, in fact it could be 

too soon for you to see anyone! Very many items and options should be considered. 

 

What do you mean ‘early’? This might sound strange, but seeing an egger sales surveyor 

too soon may lead to the wrong type of impulse purchase! It often depends upon the firm 

represented and their desire for good long term relations and aftersales support. 
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When we first started selling automatic gates in the 1980’s most people liked everything 

that was on offer, and before-they-knew-it, they were asking for an estimate to include 

everything! This resulted in complex quotes for work, with not every option actually 

being needed. 

 

Unfortunately little has changed other than access to the internet and the creation of 

greater confusion, with contradictory statements made by numerous parties. The truth is 

and will remain challenging as the more you find out about what is available, the more 

options appear relevant to you. Your own experience (often too late) may well prove 

them a worthy or poor investment. It is always good advice to look beyond what is said, 

to whom and why they are saying it! Can they back-up their claims and do they? 
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A quick sell/buy is usually a poor investment and as automatic gates come in so many 

types and styles there is a lot to think over and agree before an instruction should go 



ahead. All systems can be dangerous or unreliable if they have not been designed or fitted 

correctly, or are not fully suited to the customer, the location and the level of use. Not 

withstanding dozens of other key issues that need addressing, so that the correct design 

suits its purpose and position. 

 

       
 

Where does that leave us? Please, we urge you, take time and investigate all the main 

stages of gate automation. Be sure of the design and all of the consequences of the 

installation before it starts. Go with a firm that can and is flexible throughout the 

installation. People usually think of something that was missed during the sale stage, only 

to require alteration before or shortly after the installation is complete (living through the 

construction, regularly brings ideas that would not have been seen beforehand). 

 

     
 

A good design guide is the ideal starting place and should cover all the topics needed. 

However, if a cost guide is urgent; we can provide an instant estimate, based upon the 

designs within our web galleries (field, timber, metal, etc.).  

 

     
 

Each example estimate is priced according to normal averages. 

 

Everyday some people make a good investment and some people a cheap one! 
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